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Abstract 

The incorporation of various elements of the past into cultural formations or structures of the modern era 

is a common phenomenon all over the world. But there are many different forms and options of 

incorporation, according to the specific historical, economic, social and cultural contexts in which such a 

procedure takes place. In this paper, we want to draw attention to a similar process in the field of music 

performances - and particularly “folk” music performances - in modern Crete: the re-introduction of a 

traditional type of bagpipes (“Tsambouna”), known in Crete as “Askomandura” (pl. “Askomandures”), 

sometimes accompanied at a type of traditional Cretan Tabor, known as “Daouli” or “Daoulaki” (a term 

meaning small “Daouli” - Tabor) by young musicians participating in contemporary groups playing 

traditional music, or at least incorporating traditional music elements in their performances. In the past 

these musical instruments were strongly interconnected with pastoral life and the musical practices of 

shepherds. Their re-introduction in the modern context of Cretan musical activities raises a series of 

questions about these practices as communicative practices: are musicians simply enriching their 

performances with elements of the past, or are they attempting a “holistic” revival or revitalization of the 

musical practices interconnected with pastoral life under modern terms? And which can these terms be? In 

order to trace answers we will attempt to analyze these practices under a scope approaching “pastorality” 

and pastoral life as an ideological concept in modern Crete, communicated in a wider context of everyday 

life, using the emergence of elements of the past in modern musical performances as a case study to 

explore such a potentiality. Our approach is not trying to establish a “theoretical paradigm” (in Kuhn’s 

terms) or an interpretational schema providing explanations for all the cases referring to the re-

introduction of cultural elements of the past in a world-wide context of modern expressions of traditional 

folk music (or in general folk practices). We do however, trust and anticipate that such an approach will 

provide useful theoretical and methodological guidelines towards this direction.  

 

 


